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In-depth Report: THE BP OIL SLICK

Thirty days into the BP oil spill one mile down into the Gulf of Mexico it should be clear to
every objective person that President Obama has failed miserably.  This oil spill is more than
a disaster or crisis; it is a catastrophe of unprecedented proportions.  This environmental
catastrophe will quickly morph into a national economic catastrophe as economic doomsday
facing  the  fishing  and  tourism  industries  generates  countless  negative  economic  ripples
throughout  the  US  economy.   Unemployment  and  economic  growth  will  suffer.

 

President  Obama  has  shown  no  effective  leadership  or  any  proportional  response  to  this
multi-catastrophe.   All  those who rightfully  criticized President George W. Bush for  his
mishandling of the Katrina nightmare should wake up and see that Obama is failing to use
every ounce of federal resources to compensate for the total failure of BP to stop the oil
hemorrhaging from the floor of the Gulf.  The BP failure to stop the gushing oil spill is sadly
consistent with its failure to prevent the firestorm on the oil rig to begin with.

 

Where is the national outrage?  Where are the loud calls from everyone and the media
demanding a stronger a federal response?  Where is Obama’s clear anger and appropriate
firing  of  many  federal  officials,  starting  with  the  Interior  Secretary?    Where  is  the  Justice
Department doing its job of quickly starting criminal prosecutions of BP and its two major
contractors?

 

All  Americans, regardless of their partisan positions, should be hollering incessantly for
Obama to wake up and take this catastrophe a lot more seriously.

 

We  should  be  sending  a  clear  message  that  this  BP  oil  spill  catastrophe  will  justify
preventing Obama from getting a second term.  Maybe that would work to get this smarmy
politician to do what is right and necessary for millions of Americans that will suffer a long
time because of this corporate failure.
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Obama should have seen this BP oil spill as an environmental invasion just as serious as a
traditional invasion by an armed force or some awful terrorist attack.  He should have
mobilized the enormous federal resources in countless areas to not only deal with the oil
invasion and contamination of countless natural resources but, even more critically, to stop
the damn gushing of oil at the sea bottom.

 

It is only a matter of time until the horrendous quantities of oil wrap around Florida and then
up the East coast.  Maybe then more Americans will get as excited and alarmed as those
poor people along the Gulf directly in the path of the oil invasion.

 

Maybe then President Obama will finally and belatedly show some presidential leadership. 
Maybe not.
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